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Rationale for the unit –  
In this unit pupils will 
replicate and improve 
individual technique in 
batting, bowling and 
fielding. Pupils will work 
on improving the quality 
of their skills with the 
intention of outwitting 
opponents. In striking 
and fielding games, 
players achieve this by 
striking the ball so that 
fielders are deceived or 
avoided, and then 
running between wickets 
or around bases to score 
runs. Pupil should begin 
to accurately umpire 
games. 

Expectations:  At the end of this unit 
After carrying out the activities and core tasks in this unit 
 
most pupils will: select their shot based on where the ball is bowled and 
with the intention of avoiding the fielders; hit with control and accuracy; 
bowl with increasing accuracy and an awareness of the field placement; 
field effectively and return the ball to an appropriate base position; take 
an active and thoughtful part in the games; identify the fitness needs of 
different roles in the game; read the game and react to situations as they 
develop; identify their strengths and weaknesses and take decisions 
about what to work on 
 
some pupils will not have made so much progress and will: hit a ball fed 
to them using a small range of shots and directing it in one general area; 
bowl using a modified technique showing some accuracy; retrieve and 
return the ball as a fielder; play as a member of a team following the lead 
of others; apply the basic rules of the game consistently; identify the type 
of exercises and activities that help their fitness for the game; recognise 
aspects of a game that are performed well and describe what happens 
 
some pupils will have progressed further and will: play the games 
demonstrating control, accuracy and sound technique in their bowling, 
batting and fielding; think about where they place the ball when batting 
and bowling; field effectively to put the batter under pressure; read the 
game well, selecting tactics and team strategies which suit the situation; 
devise simple fitness and preparation routines that relate to the specific 
fitness needs of different roles in the game; take the initiative to work on 
aspects where they need to improve their own performance 

Language for learning – Key Words 
Through activities in this unit pupils will be able to 
understand, use and spell correctly words relating to: 
•  tactics and techniques, eg stance, body position, follow-

through, mechanics of movement, line and length, attacking 
and defensive strokes, batting order, bowling techniques, field 
placements, coaching, officiating/umpiring, anticipation 

Speaking and listening – through the activities pupils could: 
•  listen for a specific purpose, note the main points and consider 
their relevance and validity 
Resources: 

 Cricket bats (Various size) 
 Cricket balls 
 Stumps 
 Hoops/cones 

Information on local clubs  
Assessment opportunities 
3 Can replicate skills on most occasions with some control with 
direction. Technique often lacks consistency. Bowls (underarm) with 
control. Catches with varying success and can throw ball back with 
moderate aim. Is able to try tactics and think of ways to improve 
performance. Understand why activity is good for health. Can give 
reasons why it is necessary to warm up for cricket. 
 
4 Can accurately & consistently replicate batting and bowling 
technique. Can vary these but under pressure to outwit 
opponents. Can suggest some ways of improving their own 
performance. Can explain in simple terms the physical effects of 
exercise on their body and safe way of preparing for exercise. A 
deeper understanding of the health and fitness and the 
importance. 
 
5 Can select and accurately replicate a very good range of skills to 
outwit an opponent (bat, bowl and field displaying reasonable 
control and accuracy). Can vary bowling technique. Can place the 
ball when batting through anticipation and adjustment of 
position. Can analyse and make suggestions, which will improve 
individual play. Can conduct a suitable warm up and explain why 
exercise is good for health and a sustainable life. 
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Where the unit fits in - The 
Big Picture 
Cricket is a sport in which 
the pupils are assessed 
against the key process of 
‘Accurate Replication and 
outwitting opponent’. 
Pupils will develop their 
batting, bowling and 
fielding skills throughout 
key stage 3 and key stage 
4.    
 

 Out-of-school learning: 
 

Out of lessons, at home and in the community, pupils could be 
encouraged to: 
•  practise skills at home 
•  take part in school sport, either competitively or socially 
•  join clubs in the community and/or use local facilities 
•  watch live and recorded matches, to appreciate high-quality 
performance 
•  make up games that focus on improving technique and fitness 

•  read rule books and sports reports in newspapers and magazines 

Cross Curricular Links: 
Literacy (key words), Maths (scoring), Citizenship (sportsmanship), 
Science (bodily functions and healthy lifestyle consequences) 

SMSC: (Refer to gridmaker)  
The entire unit provides every opportunity for students to reflect 
on all aspects of SMSC; social, critical thinking and questioning is 
encouraged. Pupils will work independently, in pairs and in teams. 
They will take part in a range of tasks developing their social skills.  

Safeguarding 
considerations:  
All risks have been taken 
into consideration and are 
logged within the PE H&S 
document.  

SEND STRATEGIES: 
Lessons will be differentiated to ensure all pupils can have access 
to learning. Level 6+ performers will work as coaches with level 3/4 
pupils in order to develop their skills. 
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